
EXTREME IMPACT TRAUMA PADS
B E  P R E P A R E D  F O R  A N Y T H I N G

PART NUMBER WIDTH x LENGTH WEIGHT

10 x12

8 x 10

11 x 14

TRAUMAPAD-1012

TRAUMAPAD-0810

TRAUMAPAD-1114

4.6 oz

3.2 oz

6 oz

254 x 305 mm

203 x 254 mm

279 x 356 mm

.13 kg

.091 kg

0.17kg

TRAUMAPAD-1012-S

TRAUMAPAD-0810-S

TRAUMAPAD-1114-S

TRAUMAPAD-0608

TRAUMAPAD-0606

10 x12

8 x 10

11 x 14

4.6 oz

3.2 oz

6 oz

254 x 305 mm

203 x 254 mm

279 x 356 mm

.13 kg

.091 kg

0.17 kg

6 x 6 1.6 oz
152 x 152 mm .045 kg

6 X 8 2 oz
152 x 203 mm .057 kg

TRAUMAPAD-1012-UM 9.5 x 12.5
254 x 305 mm

4.6 oz
.13kg

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

NON-BALLISTIC

Microcellular urethane foam 

1421 SELINDA AVE

LOUISVILLE, KY 40213

(502)467-8009

SALES@CALIBERARMOR.COM

MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES SPC PLATES: 

Thickness dimensions are +-1/16 in. Width and length dimensions are +0.00 to 0.25 in. All weights are +- 5% on SPC plates.

Caliber Armor offers Extreme Impact Non-Ballistic Trauma Pads as an

added layer to protect you from injuries from back face deformation in

conjunction with wearing our body armor.

These specially engineered pads absorb impact energy and provide

comfort when wearing our body armor panels. The microcellular

urethane foam that has been long trusted in sports impact protection

has an extremely low compression set. The materials are high density

and flexible.

Trauma Pads work great to provide extra comfort with our AR550 Level

III+ Armor

GENERAL INFORMATION

Caliber Armor AR550 Body Armor design made with AR550 ballistic

steel. Multi-shot rated. Finished with our specially formulated

PolyShield Anti-Spall Protective Coating. Made in the U.S.A

DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this document is intended solely to

provide general guidance. The right is reserved to make changes to

this document without notice at any time. Nothing in this document

(i) constitutes an offer, representation, warranty, term or condition

or (ii) is a substitute for the need to employ adequate independent

technical expertise and judgment.  

QUALITY STANDARDS

Caliber Armor operates a documented quality

management system to ensure 

the highest caliber armor available. Raw

materials are tested prior to production and

finished products are tested in credited ballistic

laboratories.  

Caliber Armor, LLC - 1421 Selinda Ave

Louisville, KY 40213 - United States

Telephone: 502-467-8009 

 sales@caliberarmor.com

THINNESS: .25”(6.35 mm) 

SHOOTERS CUT - TRAUMA PAD

Extreme Impact Non-Ballistic Trauma Pads are an added layer to

protect you from injuries from back face deformation in conjunction

with wearing body armor.

These specially engineered Trauma Pads absorb impact energy and

provide comfort when wearing our body armor panels. This microcellular

urethane foam has been long trusted in sports impact protection and

an extremely low compression set. The materials are high density and

flexible.

http://caliberarmor.com/product/ar550-multi-curve-steel-body-armor-plates/

